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INTRODUCTION TO HUMANITAS

We are very proud to be presenting the second issue and completion
of our first full volume of HUMANITAS. After over a year of work, we
are amazed and gratified to see this journal slowly become part of the
makeup of Victoria University. We are beginning to feel a sense of
longevity in our project. To this effect, your feedback has impacted a
great deal on our perseverance.
As before, the staying power of HUMANITAS owes its
gratitude to many members of the community. Foremost to this year’s
Victoria University Students’ Administrative Council for privileging us
with the financial means not only to continue, but to generate a fuller
distribution of content. We also extend our thanks to Principal David
Cook, President Paul Gooch and Dean Kelley Castle for their ongoing
endorsement, and to the professors and coordinators of the Vic One
program for theirs. Also to Alison Broadworth and Larry Davies for their
advice on the overall development of our publication.
Finally, we can never exhaust our thanks to Professor Josiah
Blackmore, whose guidance continues to be fundamental to our growth,
and whose voice has been one among many defending the strength of
Humanities at this university. We present this second issue as evidence
of this strength, and of our faith in the waiting talent of undergrads here and around the U of T - that still begs to be discovered.
In this issue we feel we have among the finest and most
creative work being produced at the undergraduate level. We have
theses on the social proponents of fashion and on the propagandist
role of masculine imagery. We have a paper on the creedal nuances of
Hinduism and its identification with other religious traditions. We have
a comparative literary analysis between Shakespeare and Hawthorne.
We have a delicate examination of ethics in photojournalism. And to
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kick things off, we have a paper proposing practices of mindfulness as
emotional resilience for children of alcoholics.
By most traditional indexes, this last one widely misses the
mark of our target bracket. But this is precisely our determination
of a fresh perspective; the Humanities are not simply languages
and literatures. In the spirit of HUMANITAS, they are a sum of best
possible attitudes, the idea that the intellectual merits of an essay
are inseparable from its relevance and powers of application. This is
the reason that a Humanities journal can accommodate essays from a
discipline like Cognitive Science. Our aims are not only identical, but
integrated. Perhaps they amount to the conviction that mindfulness can
be a practice of our academic insights.
Please read on.

CHRISTOPHER MASTROPIETRO

Editor-In-Chief
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RESILIENT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS: THE STAGES OF
EMOTIONAL DETACHMENT AND THE BENEFITS OF A MINDFUL
BRAIN
TYLER COLASANTE

Emotional detachment has been recognized as an integral coping mechanism
for children with alcohol dependent parents. From this perspective, successfully
detached children are able to escape, for the most part, the negative consequences
of their parent’s addiction. However, some children of alcoholics find it difficult
to grasp and implement the seemingly counter-intuitive concept of detachment.
Furthermore, with respect to defining what “healthy” detachment entails,
academic literature is scarce. In an attempt to resolve these issues and provide
an in-depth analysis of emotional detachment as a process, three hypothetical
stages of detachment are proposed. It is also proposed that mindfulness, with
its emphasis on providing increased control over heated emotions, is a key
contributor to successful detachment. To this end, achieving a mindful state
might be seen as analogous to achieving healthy detachment. Further research
is necessary to ground these proposed stages in an empirical framework and
shed more light on the potential relation between emotional detachment and the
practice of mindfulness meditation.
Despite being labelled “at risk” for a range of mental and behavioural
disorders, some children of alcoholics (COAs), referred to as resilient,
grow up to lead a healthy lifestyle.1 Researchers have attempted
to identify factors specific to resilient COAs that contribute to their
success.2 In particular, scientists Emmy Werner and Ruth Smith
observed that resilient children in their study managed to detach
themselves emotionally from the issues that plagued their dependent
1
2

Russel, “Prevalence of alcoholism,” 9-38. (author hereafter cited in text)
Masten, “Ordinary magic,” 227-238 .(author hereafter cited in text)
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parent(s).3 However, the process of emotional detachment and the
mechanisms behind it have received little attention from researchers.
To address this deficit, I will attempt to formulate a theoretical basis
for emotional detachment as a stage-like process through which COAs
progress. According to Al-Anon Family Groups, successful detachment
begins with “taking a moment” before reacting to alcoholic behaviour.4
Similarly, mindfulness has been described as a process of bringing one’s
attention to moment-by-moment experience.5 With this similarity in
mind, I propose that mindfulness can provide the key to successful
detachment for COAs struggling to gain control over their emotional
reactions.
In accordance with research findings, Al-Anon and other
support groups encourage emotional detachment as an integral coping
mechanism for family members affected by alcoholism (Al-Anon).
Additional resilience factors, such as the maintenance of interpersonal
relationships and involvement with social services, require motivation
on behalf of the affected child.6 Successful detachment preserves the
self-esteem and intrinsic drive necessary to move beyond aversive
situations (Werner & Smith). From this perspective, emotional
detachment provides the foundation upon which further resilience
can flourish. Despite the fact that emotional detachment has been
recognized as one of the most valuable techniques for struggling COAs
(Werner), current research is lacking an in-depth analysis of detachment
in alcohol-affected families. The proper balance of passion and
withdrawal that leads to successful detachment may vary by situation.
For example, office workers with an oppressive supervisor might avoid
abuse by removing all passion from their occupation. However, similar
levels of withdrawal practiced by a child who holds an emotional
relationship with a dependent parent may result in considerable guilt.
Formulating a theoretical basis for emotional detachment as a stagelike process should identify the optimal levels of attachment and
withdrawal that allow COAs to detach without feelings of guilt and
ambivalence. Understanding emotional detachment as a process can
also offer insight into the mechanisms employed by COAs to achieve
this delicate balance. In the paragraphs to follow, I will propose three
3 Werner, Smith, Journeys from childhood to midlife. (authors hereafter cited in text)
4 Al-Anon, In all our affairs. (author hereafter cited in text)
5 Kabat-Zinn, Full catastrophe living. (author hereafter cited in text)
6 Werner, “Protective factors and individual resilience,” 115-132. (author hereafter
cited in text)
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hypothetical stages of emotional detachment in an attempt to explain
how resilient COAs manage to achieve emotional equilibrium.
The first proposed stage of emotional detachment is thought
to occur when children begin to understand the severity of alcoholic
issues affecting their parent or guardian. Initially, children might
respond to these issues with overzealous attempts to reform their
parent. However, due to the addictive properties of alcohol and high
rates of relapse attempts to improve the situations of dependent
parents are likely to be fruitless (Russell). The pain experienced by
COAs at this particular point can be attributed to a sense of “domicide”
at the familial level. According to John Porteous and Sandra Smith,
domicide is characterized by a destruction of home that causes intense
suffering to victims.7 However, as noted by Steven Bouma-Prediger
and Brian Walsh, the physical dimensions of the house have a function
beyond the amenities they afford.8 Bouma-Prediger and Walsh take
the idea of domicide to a further level by defining home as any vehicle
of meaning that allows individuals to experience both identity and
security. From this perspective, it is possible that the family structure
itself serves a homing purpose for the individuals within it. COAs who
experience a sense of home in their family are likely to know their
place within the family system and that their place will be respected.
However, as the efforts on behalf of COAs to reform their parents
continue to fail, they are likely to be stripped of this perceived role
within the familial system.
The experience of domicide is accompanied by feelings of
anxiety, absurdity and alienation (Bouma-Prediger & Walsh). Anxiety
is experienced when individuals are unable to determine which aspects
of the external world are relevant to themselves.9 COAs who fail to
receive reciprocal compassion from their dependent parent are likely to
feel anxiety as they struggle with unresponsive surroundings. Feelings
of absurdity arise when the individual loses their sense of co-relevance,
or how things are related to one another. When co-relevance is lacking,
aspects of the external world no longer “fit together” in the mind of
the individual (Vervaeke). Children who are too young might fail to
understand the nature or severity of addiction. From this perspective,
the alcoholic behaviour of parents is assimilated as “normal” by COAs
7 Porteous, Smith, Domicide. (authors hereafter cited in text)
8 Bourma-Prediger, Walsh, Beyond Homelessness. (authors hereafter cited in text)
9 Vervaeke, “Logos, Religio and Mythos.” (speaker hereafter cited in text)
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from an extremely young age. Ironically, this counter-intuitive sense of
normalcy might be the reason why COAs remain relatively unaffected
in their younger years. Although such children might witness their
parents fighting, getting sick in the morning or behaving obnoxiously,
they might fail to attribute these negative consequences to alcohol
(a long-term problem) and would thus be more inclined to dismiss
these issues as transient or short-lived. However, as children begin to
understand the consequences of alcoholism, their prior views of alcohol
and its effects are likely to be shattered. From this perspective, COAs
encounter absurdity as the categories they form with respect to alcohol
are continually contradicted. Feelings of alienation are experienced
when the individual loses their sense of relevance to others (Vervaeke).
For COAs, feelings of alienation are bound to occur when their parent
continues to abuse alcohol in spite of its aversive consequences.
The majority of COAs erroneously conclude that their dependent
parent “wouldn’t even stop for them” (Al-Anon). Such thoughts can
potentially trigger a “slippery slope” as they generalize in scope until
the child lacks the self-esteem necessary to feel important to others or
worthy of their time (Masten).
The second hypothesized stage of emotional detachment is
thought to occur when children are able to conceive their efforts as
failure. In order to avoid further loss at the expense of their dependent
parent, COAs might withdraw completely from the nocuous conditions
of their home life. If COAs manage to maintain an objective stance
with respect to the familial domicide experienced in the former
stage, they can avoid the anxiety, absurdity and alienation (Vervaeke)
associated with overly passionate attempts to reform their parents.
Extreme emotional distancing should be considered a logical response
to the pain encountered by COAs in the primary stage of detachment.
However, if children had previously maintained a positive relationship
with their affected parent (apart from issues with alcohol), guilt is likely
to ensue (Al-Anon). Resolution of this ambivalence might be achieved
through an optimal balance of passion and withdrawal that allows COAs
to “surf the wave” of what can be considered healthy detachment.
Unfortunately, passion and withdrawal are two antithetical concepts,
making this balance extremely difficult to achieve (Werner & Smith).
Thus, controlled and precise emotional regulation on behalf of
resilient children is thought to facilitate progression to the final stage of
emotional detachment.
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The third and final proposed stage of emotional detachment
can be characterized by emotional fine-tuning and the resolution of
residual ambivalence. COAs in this stage have managed to withdraw
completely without feelings of guilt. This ability to maintain optimal
levels of both passion and withdrawal can be seen as inherently
‘complexifying.’ A system is complex if it simultaneously integrates
two opponent processes.10 As noted above, passion and withdrawal
are contradictory by definition. When a system complexifies, it goes
through qualitative development (Vervaeke, “Shamanism”), Thus, as
COAs practice emotional detachment, they might be provided with
new ways to deal with the issues before them. Interestingly, it might
be the case that the ability to successfully detach is developed as
the child grows older. This perspective is similar to developmental
theories put forth by Jean Piaget11 and Lawrence Kohlberg12 in the
sense that the abilities of COAs might be qualitatively bound at certain
stages of maturation. However, by engaging in the complexifying
process of emotional detachment, COAs could potentially be afforded
with emergent abilities (Vervaeke, “Shamanism”) that allow them to
progress beyond qualitative barriers at an accelerated rate. Through
successful detachment, the child is able to perceive the affected
parent as separate from the disease of alcoholism (Werner & Smith).
Resilient COAs become emotionally inured to alcoholic behaviour
while simultaneously maintaining a healthy relationship with their
dependent parent (Masten). Thus, instead of taking alcoholic
behaviour personally, the complexified child is able to say “That’s just
alcoholism,” and let it go (Al-Anon).
Again, similar to Piagetian and Kohlbergian theories of
development, I propose that most COAs progress through the universal
stages of detachment in a linear fashion. Although each child may
experience all three stages across time, the rate at which any child
progresses through these stages will be determined by moderating
factors. Personality characteristics, age, family dynamics and social
opportunity have been identified in a variety of fields over the past 30
years as the main factors impacting a child’s ability to maintain general
resiliency.13 Since the capacity to withdraw emotionally is considered
	�����������������������������������������������������
Vervaeke, “Shamanism” (hereafter cited in text)
	�����������
Piaget, Origins of Intelligence in Children. (author hereafter cited in text)
	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
Kohlberg, “The development of children’s orientations.” (author hereafter cited in text)
	�����������
Luthar, Resilience and vulnerability. (author hereafter cited in text)
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a facet of general resiliency (Werner & Smith), it is likely that these
factors play a similar role with respect to emotional detachment.
If the potential moderators of emotional detachment are recognized
by treatment programs, struggling COAs can be provided with an
environment that increases the likelihood of emotional detachment
(Luthar). However, the actual process of change from unsuccessful to
successful detachment might depend on the competence of the child
(Werner & Smith). If treatment programs focus solely on creating an
environment for change, they might not be tapping into the abilities
that allow COAs to take advantage of their surroundings.
When Martin Fishbein and Icek Ajzen first proposed the
Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) in 1975, they were careful to
include the variety of factors thought to influence one’s behaviour.14
However, Ajzen’s revision of the TRA, the Theory of Planned
Behaviour would include two important additions: perceived
behavioural control and most notably, actual behavioural control.15
With the notion of actual behavioural control, Ajzen proposed
that, regardless of one’s attitude, evaluation of subjective norms or
behavioural intention, the behaviour would not occur if the individual
was physically or mentally incapable of performing it. In a similar
fashion, addressing the variety of factors thought to influence the
process of emotional detachment might not result in the actual
behaviour of detachment itself.
Throughout the process of detachment, COAs are required to
separate themselves emotionally and spiritually from the destructive
behaviour of their dependent parent (Werner & Smith). This
separation is vital in moments where alcoholism causes an abrupt
change of plans or sends unacceptable behaviour in the direction of
the child (Al-Anon). Unfortunately, the passion evoked from such
behaviour might override the child’s ability to detach in the “heat of
the moment”. Indeed, many COAs find it difficult to detach and exert
control over highly emotional reactions to alcoholic behaviour (AlAnon). These difficulties are not surprising concerning the possibility
that such reactions have been ingrained in the behavioural repertoires
of COAs for their entire childhood. Thus, in order for these children
to practice effective detachment, it is essential that their emotional
reactions are decoupled from the negative evaluations that follow
	��������������������
Fishbein, Ajzen, Belief, attitude, intention and behaviour.
	�������������������������������������
Ajzen, “From intentions to actions,” 11-39. (author hereafter cited in text)
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them.16
In recent years, mindfulness techniques have been used
in psychotherapy to increase individual control over automatic
behaviours and thoughts.17 In particular, Brian Ostafin and Alan
Marlatt have shown that acceptance of current experience through
mindfulness weakens automatic alcohol-approach associations.
Alcoholic participants in their study considered to be most mindful
were afforded with increased control over appetitive responses to
alcohol (Ostafin & Marlatt). Based on these results, it is proposed that
mindfulness techniques can provide COAs with increased control over
automatic, emotional reactions to the behaviour of their dependent
parents. Through mindfulness, COAs can be provided with a window
of reconsideration that allows them to perceive alcoholic behaviour as
separate from their dependent parent, a fundamental pre-requisite to
successful detachment (Werner & Smith).18 By seeing their parents as
separate from their illness, COAs can stop being hurt by the groundless
insults and outrageous lies associated with alcoholism (Al-Anon). In
addition, the non-judgemental component of mindfulness ensures that
COAs are able to set aside their emotional evaluations and develop an
objective, constructive stance towards the issues of their parents (Baer).
Daniel Siegel defines mindfulness in the most general sense
as “waking up from a life on automatic, and being sensitive to novelty
in our everyday experiences.”19 From this perspective, the tendency to
react vehemently to the behaviour of dependent parents has essentially
become automatic for COAs. Thus, increased control can provide
COAs with the opportunity to regulate the “automatic” and make
important choices that could potentially result in refreshing change for
those who have become habituated to recurrent struggles with alcoholic
behaviour. Nonetheless, the control afforded by mindfulness should
not be considered analogous to that of “taming a wild beast” (Ostafin
& Marlatt). COAs engaging in mindful activity might not be actively
restraining their emotional responses to alcoholic behaviour (Baer).
Instead, it is more suitable to see mindfulness as creating a “spacious
meadow” for passionate emotions (Ostafin & Marlatt). From this
	����������������������������������������
Ostafin, Marlatt, “Surfing the Urge,” 404-418. (authors hereafter cited in text)
	���������������������������������������������
Hayes, “Acceptance and Commitment Therapy,” 639-665. (author hereafter cited in
text)
	���������������������������������������������������������
Baer, “Mindfulness Training as a clinical intervention,” 125-143. (author hereafter cited
in text)
	�����������
Siegel, The Mindful Brain. (author hereafter cited in text)
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perspective, mindful COAs are able to bring automatic responses into
awareness and essentially watch them. The opportunity to deny or
choose against impulsive reactions can thus be seen as providing COAs
with a sense of control in lieu of deliberate emotional restraint (Ostafin
& Marlatt).
Some children are able to detach themselves with ease, while
others might struggle for their entire lives (Al-Anon). These varied
reactions suggest that mindfulness is a skill that some individuals might
be more inclined to than others. Interestingly, emotional detachment
has also been regarded by some theorists as an “art” or skill that can
be developed with rigorous practice (Werner & Smith). Nonetheless,
it is important to realize that mindful abilities and the capacity for
emotional detachment are not privy to certain types of individuals
exclusively. It is quite possible that the ability to successfully
detach can be employed by any child with the help of mindfulness
training. However, this presumption can not be generated from the
findings of Ostafin and Marlatt. Instead of providing participants
with mindfulness training, Ostafin and Marlatt used the Kentucky
Inventory of Mindfulness Skills to assess levels of mindfulness prior to
experimentation. Nevertheless, a variety of other studies have shown
that intensive mindfulness training can result in measurable increases
in cognitive control, providing hope for treatment interventions
attempting to address the struggles of non-resilient COAs. 20
The emotional elasticity of resilient COAs allows them to
bend without breaking in the face of adversity (Russell). Although
the majority of COAs are thought to experience all three stages of
emotional detachment hypothesized in this paper, moderating factors
can promote healthy realization and rapid temporal advancement
for certain children (Luthar). Nonetheless, the ability to detach
successfully will always depend on a child’s capacity to do so
(Ajzen). Even if a child is afforded with the benefits of an enriched
environment, he or she will require the fundamental skills necessary
to engage in successful detachment. Approaches to psychological
treatment that incorporate the use of mindfulness seem promising with
respect to the control of automatic responses and behaviours (Hayes).
Emotional detachment requires COAs to step back in the “heat of the
moment” and re-consider the source of their intense, reactive emotions
(Al-Anon, 1990). With increased emphasis on the here-and-now (Siegel),
	������������������������������������
Tang, Posner, “Attention training,” 222-227.
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mindfulness techniques might provide COAs with the ability to
harness and transform emotional responses that would otherwise be
considered inevitable. The application of mindfulness techniques
under a therapeutic setting is a relatively recent phenomenon (Baer).
However, such techniques have been central to the practice of
Buddhist mediation for nearly 2500 years (Siegel). Indeed, the overall
capacity for self-regulation and self-awareness in resilient COAs relates
to the fundamental objective of Buddhism as a “religio” (Vervaeke).
Thus, it is important that future research investigates the potential for
mindful activity (or more generally, the adoption of Buddhist practices)
to unearth the fine art of emotional detachment.
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WHAT GROWS FROM VIOLENT DREAMS: A COMPARISON
OF “MY KINSMAN MAJOR MOLINEUX” AND A MIDSUMMER
NIGHT’S DREAM
SHARON MUGG

In Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream, the stratified daytime world
gives way to a night world of dream and transformation. Eventually, the
daytime world re-emerges, but its reality has been revitalized by the dream
world. The structure and logic of Nathaniel Hawthorne’s short story, “My
Kinsman Major Molineux,” deliberately invokes that of A Midsummer Night’s
Dream and transforms the Shakespearian comedy into a loose allegory for the
process by which America upset the stratified world of British rule and became
its own nation. “My Kinsman Major Molineux” also moves from a stratified
daytime world to a strangely transformed dream world and back to a daytime
order that has nevertheless been transformed by the disorder of the night.
Furthermore, Both A Midsummer Night’s Dream and “My Kinsman Major
Molineux,” display tragic and comic elements, reminding the reader that the
triumphs of a new reality will be haunted by the violence of its birth.
In Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream, the stratified and orderly
daytime world gives way to a night world of dream, disorder, and
transformation that confounds the logic of the daytime world. By day,
the law is rigid and well defined and Hermia and Lysander’s love is
held in check by a king and a father. By night, the fairies appear in the
wood and confusion reigns among fairies and renegade lovers alike.
Eventually, the daytime world re-emerges and “all this derision” seems
“a dream and fruitless vision”21 but the reality of the daytime world
has been penetrated and revitalized by the dream world. Love has
21 Shakespeare. A Midsummer Night’s Dream, 3.2.370-1. (hereafter cited in text)
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triumphed in the end over repressive authority. Nathanial Hawthorne’s
1832 short story, “My Kinsman Major Molineux,” alludes specifically
to A Midsummer Night’s Dream. Furthermore, the structure and logic
of Hawthorne’s story deliberately invokes that of A Midsummer Night’s
Dream and, I would argue, transforms the Shakespearian comedy into
a loose allegory for the process by which America upset the stratified
world of British rule and became its own nation.
On the evening that Hawthorne’s story begins, Robin, a
youth from the New England countryside, arrives at a town some
distance from his home to seek the patronage of his wealthy kinsman, a
colonial governor appointed by Great Britain. Unaware of the brewing
Revolution, Robin is shocked and baffled to find himself greeted with
hostility because of his professed relation to Major Molineux. Unable to
find anyone who will direct him to his kinsman’s home, Robin wanders
in a daze throughout the night becoming progressively more enveloped
in a topsy-turvy world. The confusion of the night climaxes when a
grotesque and demon-like parade appears in the dark streets featuring
Robin’s tarred and feathered kinsman. Although order returns with
the day, this order and Robin’s perception of it have been changed by
the bewilderments of the night. By the end of the story, Robin’s future
remains undisclosed, but he has discovered that he “may rise in the
world, without the help of [his] kinsman”.22 Hawthorne foregrounds
a sinister and brutal aspect of the American revolution in order to
demonstrate that those who wish to realize a dream for a better reality
must contend with its confused and violent underbelly. Despite its
generally light-hearted tone, a dialectical relation of genres within A
Midsummer Night’s Dream complicates the comedy and explores the
fragile line between comedy and tragedy, love and violence. Similarly,
“My Kinsman Major Molineux,” though darker in tone, also displays
both tragic and comic elements, mingling violence and laughter and
reminding the reader that light and shadow go hand-in-hand and the
triumphs of a new reality will be haunted by the violence of its birth.
The first scene of A Midsummer Night’s Dream introduces
a young couple, Hermia and Lysander, whose love is thwarted by
a heavy-handed father with the law on his side. Hermia has been
commanded by her father to forsake Lysander and marry Demetrius.
King Theseus offers her only two alternatives to her father’s command:
22 Hawthorne, Nathaniel. “My Kinsman Major Molineux,” 1288. (hereafter cited in
text)
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“either to die the death, or to abjure/ For ever the society of men”
(Shakespeare, I.I.65-6). Forbidden to love, Hermia and Lysander flee to
the woods, pursued by Demetrius who loves Hermia and Helena who
loves Demetrius. “My Kinsman Major Molineux” opens similarly with
a description of a world that is organized by the authority of kings and
governors and yet is filled with rebellion and discontent: “The people
looked with most jealous scrutiny to the exercise of power which
did not emanate from themselves” (Hawthorne, 1276). The opening
paragraph concludes by alluding to A Midsummer Night’s Dream: “These
remarks may serve as a preface to the following adventures which
chanced upon a summer night” (Hawthorne, 1276). Both tales unfold
upon a fateful summer night and arise from a stirring of discontent
against established authority.
After introducing the reader to the plight of lovers in a rigid
but orderly society, A Midsummer Night’s Dream spirals into disorder and
all who enter the wood encounter strange and illogical transformations.
The lovers find their affections strangely rearranged by the blundering
Puck. Initially, Demetrius and Lysander both loved Hermia and
poor Helena’s love for Demetrius continued unrequited. Now both
Demtrius and Lysander profess love for Helena, leaving both Helena
and Hermia deeply mystified. In utter dismay, Hermia exclaims to
Lysander: “Why are you grown so rude? What change is this,/ Sweet
love?” (Shakespeare, 3.2.161-2). Later she continues in disbelief:
“Am not I Hermia? Are not you Lysander?/ I am as fair now as I was
erewhile./ Since night you loved me, yet since night you left me”
(Shakespeare, 3.2. 273-5). Similarly confused, Helena believes that all
three (Demetrius, Lysander, and Hermia) must have united in some
cruel jest at her expense: “O spite! O hell! I see you all are bent/ To set
against me for your merriment” (Shakespeare, 3.2.144-5). Although she
cannot quite understand why they have turned against her, she seems
to have some notion that night has brought the disorder with it. She
laments: “O weary night, O long and tedious night,/ Abate thy hours;
shine comforts from the east” (Shakespeare, 3.2.431-2).
Along with the lovers, Nick Bottom also finds himself
in a mystifying situation when he acquires the head of an ass and
unaccountably becomes the object of Titania’s adoration. When Titania
swears to Bottom that she loves him, he exclaims, “Methinks, mistress,
you should have little reason/ for that. And yet, to say truth, reason and
love keep/ little company together nowadays” (Shakespeare, 3.1. 135-
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7). Unlike the young lovers, Bottom seems able and willing to accept
his strange, inexplicable fate as something that defies reason.
Robin’s descent into confusion in “My Kinsman Major
Molineux,” strongly echoes A Midsummer Night’s Dream. Robin’s very
conception of society is upset when people greet him with abuse rather
than honour. Robin cannot conceive of a world in which important
people and their families are not venerated. Motifs of dream and
enchantment depict Robin’s gradual descent into the confusion of the
night. The imagery intensifies part way through the story to suggest
Robin’s widening distance from reality: “He roamed desperately, and
at random, through the town almost ready to believe that a spell was
on him. . . . The streets lay before him, strange and desolate. . . .Twice,
however, little parties of men, among whom Robin distinguished
individuals in outlandish attire, came hurrying along” (Hawthorne,
1282). Words such as “spell”, “strange”, and “outlandish” all serve to
heighten the unfamiliarity of the scene, and the narrator observes that
Robin is “almost ready” to believe that he has departed from reality.
Robin’s first explicit encounter with transformation occurs
when he meets the grotesquely featured man for a second time. The
man is inexplicably transformed, his complexion having “undergone
a singular or more properly, a two-fold change. . . . The effect was as
if two individual devils . . .had united themselves to form this infernal
visage” (Hawthorne, 1283). In this strange and unknown world, the
man has become a malevolent spiritual being. Robin has left behind
the predictable reality of the waking world and entered a sinister realm
of transformation. Nevertheless, even as Robin loses touch with the
world he knows, he clings to the notion that he is a “shrewd youth”
who can rationally explain his situation (Hawthorne, 1283). Robin’s
continual assertion of his shrewdness merely emphasizes his inability
to comprehend, let alone rationalize his experience.
As Robin grows more and more confused, he loses confidence
in his rationality. Robin dreams of home and exclaims upon waking,
“‘Am I here, or there? . . . But still his mind kept vibrating between
fancy and reality” (Hawthorne, 1284). At the height of his confusion,
Robin first imagines that he sees the face of his uncle and the next
moment doubts the very existence of the kinsman he has come to seek,
exclaiming, “Sir, is there really such a person in these parts, or am I
dreaming?” (Hawthorne, 1285). Robin is no longer able to distinguish
between dream and reality.
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Robin’s gradual departure from the familiar world leads
unmistakably to the climax in which the dream world unleashes all of
its wild and terrible force. The grotesque figure of the painted man
appears once again, “like war personified.” In his train are “wild figures
in the Indian dress, and many fantastic shapes without a model, giving
the whole march a visionary air, as if a dream had broken forth from
some feverish brain, and were sweeping visibly through the midnight
streets” (Hawthorne, 1287). Once again, the scene is described in
the imagery of dream. Confusion and transformation prevail. But the
greatest transformation of all is that of Robin’s tarred and feathered
kinsman. Major Molineux, stripped of his status and honour, has been
made the central feature of a diabolical and theatrical demonstration.
Once again, Hawthorne’s story echoes A Midsummer Night’s Dream in
which the bottom of society (literally the character ‘Bottom’) becomes
the lover of the fairy queen. Queen Titania, like Major Molineux, has
been deliberately humiliated in this transformation. In both tales, the
transformations of the dream world upset the established class systems
of society.
In the end, the lovers of A Midsummer Night’s Dream are
returned to reality, but they find this reality altered by the dream world.
The authority of the daytime world no longer resists the choices love
has made. King Theseus greets the protest’s of Hermia’s father by
proclaiming: “Egeus, I will overbear your will,/ For in the temple by
and by with us/ These couples shall eternally be knit” (Shakespeare,
4.1.178-80). In a similar manner, Robin finds himself returned from
the world of dream to a reality that has itself been transformed by
the strange events of the night. The gentleman who has befriended
Robin explains the specific way in which reality has been reordered.
He remarks to Robin, “perhaps, as you are a shrewd youth, you may
rise in the world, without the help of your kinsman, Major Molineux”
(Hawthorne, 1288). Reality has been transformed from one in which
Robin’s position in life depends upon the fortune of his relatives, to one
in which Robin may rise unassisted in the world. The dream world has
violently penetrated reality, but the transformation that has occurred is
presented in a positive light.
Still the question remains: why would Hawthorne invoke a
Shakespearian romantic comedy in this sinister and disturbing short
story? What does his story have in common with comedy? I would
argue that, despite its light-hearted tone, A Midsummer Night’s Dream
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is informed by subtle undertones of violence. These undertones
suggest that love has a necessary counterpart in violence and comedy
in tragedy. George K. Hunter notes that Elizabethan dramas (including
Shakespeare’s) often do not conform exclusively to the conventions
of a single genre, but rather display a dialectical interchange in which
a number of genres contend for possession of the stage.23 Romeo
and Juliet is an obvious case of a dialect of genres. Romeo and Juliet
begins as a romantic comedy, turns in the middle, and ends a tragedy.
Throughout the play, elements of tragedy and comedy battle for
dominance and ultimately serve to balance and inform one another.
Similarly, A Midsummer Night’s Dream cannot be truly successful as a
comedy without inviting the possibility of its antithesis, tragedy. Love
is framed in terms of violence. Theseus begins the play by saying to his
Amazonian bride, “Hippolyta, I wooed thee with my sword,/ And won
thy love doing thee injuries” (Shakespeare, 1.1.16-7). Hermia loves the
man she is forbidden to love and is consequently threatened by her
father with death. Finally, Oberon is engaged throughout the play in
subduing his fairy queen and making her obedient to himself. In each
case, violence informs love.
The play that the tradesmen perform in the final scene further
explores the relationship between comedy and tragedy. ‘Pyramus and
Thisbe’ is a romantic tragedy similar to Romeo and Juliet. However, at
the hands of the bumbling workmen, ‘Pyramus and Thisbe’ becomes
“The Most Lamentable Comedy and Most Cruel Death of Pyramus and
Thisbe” (Shakespeare, 1.2.11-2). In this play within a play, comedy
and tragedy become indistinguishable, suggesting that there is but a
frail divide between the two. Rather, just as day and night follow one
another, life is an endless cycle of both comedy and tragedy. The tale
of Pyramus and Thisbe serves to draw off the tragedy from the play as
a whole, but also suggests the tenuous nature of a happy ending. The
potential of tragedy lurks always in the background.
A similar dialectic of genres arises in “My Kinsman Major
Molineux” as a result of Hawthorne’s invocation of A Midsummer Night’s
Dream. The correlation between the two works suggests Hawthorne’s
wish to maintain a closer relationship to comedy than might otherwise
be suspected. However, this relationship in Hawthorne’s story is
complicated by the blatant violence of the narrative. The sinister, even
diabolical dream sequence ends in an outpouring of hilarity that seems
23 Hunter, “Elizabethan theatrical genres and literary theory,” 250.
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more spooky than comical. Robin, he who should mourn his uncle’s
disgrace, laughs the loudest of all (Hawthorne, 1288).
Perhaps Robin’s name offers a key to understanding standing
the relationship between violence and laughter. Robin’s name
connects him with Robin Goodfellow, or Puck of A Midsummer Night’s
Dream. In fairy folklore, Puck is often associated with the devil.
In A Midsummer Night’s Dream, he is a morally ambivalent character
who plays by his own rules—neither decidedly good nor bad. Puck
is responsible for confusing the lovers’ identities, and for all of the
transformations that occur in A Midsummer Night’s Dream. Even though
he sets things right in the end, Puck views the havoc caused by his
transformations as a joke (Shakespeare 3.2.47-53). In a sense, Robin,
like Puck, confuses identity, believing his uncle to be an honoured
governor when he is no longer such. Inadvertently, Robin’s presence at
the scene causes the uncle’s transformation to be fully realized because
Robin’s presence causes his uncle’s deepest humiliation (Hawthorne,
1287). Like Puck, Robin responds with mirth. Robin is a Puck figure,
both comic and sinister, suggesting the ambivalent and dual nature of
Hawthorne’s story as a whole. Robin is influential in the birth of a new
and better order, but this new order is born of confusion and violence.
Like A Midsummer Night’s Dream, “My Kinsman Major
Molineux” demonstrates that no motive is altogether pure and no
character altogether heroic. Rather, comedy and tragedy, dream and
reality, good and evil inform one another and derive their potency from
their counterparts. Ultimately the story ends as comedy by situating the
tragic fall of Robin’s kinsman and with it, Robin’s very conception of
reality within the hazy world of theater and dream. The ending calls to
mind Puck’s final lines in A Midsummer Night’s Dream: “If we shadows
have offended,/Think but this, and all is mended:/ That you have but
slumbered here/ While these visions did appear,/ And this weak and
idle theme, No more yielding than a dream” (Shakespeare, 5.1.4149). The possibility that all was just a dream remains in Hawthorne’s
story as it does in A Midsummer Night’s Dream. Yet both works leave the
reader with the sense of having witnessed something more than dream.
As Queen Hippolyta comments: “But all the story of the night told
over,/ And all their minds transfigured so together,/ More witnesseth
than fancy’s images,/ And grows to something of great constancy”
(Shakespeare, 5.1.23-6). Like Shakespeare’s dream, the strange and
violent dream of Hawthorne’s story also grows to something of great
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constancy; yet Hawthorne reminds his reader that this great constancy
has been born at the cost of confusion and great violence.
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THE ROLE OF INTEGRATION AND DIFFERENTIATION IN
FASHION
ANGJELIN HILA

Fashion, under Simmel’s framework of analyzing culture, is a form of
sociability (association). As such, fashion by itself is a social stimulator; its
practice and contents reflect primarily people’s need for socialization. This
need is unpacked by Simmel to include a dialectical relationship between two
social forces: that of differentiation and that of equalization. These two move
in different directions: the former represents the need to set oneself apart from
others, the latter the need to belong to a group. By applying this framework to
fashion, we can explain the shape it takes with regard to social class, the age of
modernity, and individuality. The desire for class mobility is as much a desire
to belong to a group as to sever ties from another. The emergence of the middle
class in the backdrop of industrialization and modernity has accelerated the
rate of change in fashion. And lastly, within the mainstream of fashion, there
are nuances that tend to the extreme: individuals that are constantly adapting
to trends and those that wholly resist them. Both are phenomena within fashion:
resisting fashion is equally a desire for differentiation.
“The whole history of society is reflected in the conflict, the compromise,
the reconciliations, slowly won and quickly lost, that appear between
adaptation to our social group and individual elevation from it.” 24

Georg Simmel was a German philosopher and one of the pioneers of
sociology as an independent discipline. His approach was novel in
that he sought to analyze and explain culture with reference not to the
individual or society, but the irreducible social forms yielded by their
24 Simmel, Simmel on Culture, 187 (hereafter cited in text)
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continual interplay. It is in these irreducible forms that socialization
takes place, what Simmel describes as “a perpetual flowing and
pulsating in which in every moment social threads are spun out, then
dropped again, resumed, replaced by other ones, and interwoven with
others.” (15) He called this phenomenon sociability to refer to the
pure forms of social figuration, in contrast to the contents that take
shape within these forms. Sociability encompasses the entire range
of association, including speech, sports, fashion etc. Association in
humans, according to Simmel, is as much driven by content as it is an
end in itself. (125) “While in serious affairs humans talk for the sake
of the content that they wish to impart, in sociability talking is an end
in itself. In purely sociable conversation the content is merely the
indispensable carrier of the stimulation.” (127) That is, a residue of
satisfaction in association, aside from the contents that drive it, lies with
the mere act of socialization. Having set the theoretical background of
Simmel’s philosophy, let us now turn to his analysis of fashion.
In the passage above Simmel identifies two opposite yet
interrelated forces that drive social change: the need for adaptation
to a social group and the need for individual elevation from it.
The dialectic between these two forces, that is, their antagonistic
relationship, forms a mechanism that underlies social phenomena such
as fashion. Fashion here is not to be understood narrowly as a trend in
clothing but broadly to include the entire scope of social trends. The
need for social adaption is to be understood as the tendency toward
social conformity and assimilation. It is this tendency that gives rise
to uniformity within social trends. Individual elevation from this
uniformity on the other hand refers to the need of individuals to set
themselves apart from the group and to distinguish themselves from
other groups. This second force is the impetus behind change and
variation that makes itself manifest in social contents. If fashion is to
be understood as a form of sociability, then the contents of fashion are
the shapes that it takes within society in a specific time period. In order
to understand the mechanism behind fashion as a social phenomenon,
Simmel proposes that we look at the relationship between these two
forces. Fashion, he argues, derives its social value from them. On the
one hand it is a tool that allows for adaptation and absorption of the
individual in a particular social group through imitation, on the other it
is a tool used to satisfy the need for differentiation from others and that
allows individuality to flourish. In other words, fashion combines “in a
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unified act the tendency towards social equalization with the desire for
individual differentiation and variation.” (189) To understand the full
extent of the explanatory power of this framework, we must show how
Simmel applies it to explain fashion with regard to class conflict, the
age of modernity and individuals.
With regard to class division, fashion is simultaneously a tool
of demarcation between social strata and a product of their conflict.
By adhering to certain fashion trends, the members of a social class
are equally signaling both the union with their group and exclusivity
toward other groups. Here we see the mechanism of connection and
differentiation in practice. Fashion is desirable as a positional good.
The lower strata are always imitating the fashion of the upper strata and
thus leading toward uniformity. When the lines between the classes
begin to blur in terms of a particular fashion, the upper strata abandon
it by force of its lost appeal. According to Simmel, it is the presence
of social hierarchy within society that drives change in fashion. (189)
Without the presence of social classes, the need for integration into a
particular trend and separation from it would be absent. The absence
of such social needs would negate the phenomenon of fashion as we
have identified it. Simmel brings up several examples to illustrate this
point. He points out that the distinctions between classes of primitive
peoples are less accentuated and that their societies are thus far more
stable. (191) Because of this, the rate of change in fashion is also
slower. The need for differentiation arises less when the upper classes
are not significantly driven to set themselves apart from the lower
ones. In turn, the lower classes are left with nothing to look forward
to, thus nullifying the mechanism of equalization and differentiation
that primarily drives change in fashion. Another notable example he
brings up is that of Late Middle Ages Florence, whereby the lack of a
prevailing fashion in men’s clothing resulted from the fact that they all
wished to present themselves in their own special way. He contrasts
this with the Venetian nobili who had no fashion because they were
required to wear black in order not to become so conspicuous to the
lower strata. In the former case, the desire for integration is absent,
whereas in the latter, the desire for differentiation is. This example
demonstrates the peculiar conditions of fashion: that it must constitute
a definite trend and that it must be transient. A fashion that is never
challenged scarcely provides incentive for individual elevation, whereas
a fashion that lacks any constitutive pattern whatsoever cannot satisfy
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the need for social adaptation. It is only in their unity that these two
forces set the mechanics of fashion in motion. (191)
The distinction between social strata is only one aspect that
makes fashion change possible. Simmel identifies the modern age
specifically as providing ideal conditions for the possibility of such a
phenomenon. The variability of historical life, he argues, is vested in
the middle classes. (202) By this he means that the middle classes,
by virtue of their character, are the ones that enable the rapid change
that characterizes the world of fashion. The middle classes have the
purchasing power to follow trends and the faster trends change the
greater the need becomes for cheap products. This way they exert
pressure on the higher strata of society to continually modify and
reshape their fashions. He contrasts this to earlier times when the
‘tiers etat’ (estates of the realm) still held power. Because of the sharp
distinctions between the social strata and the inclination of the highest
strata to conserve the status quo, there was little variability in fashion.
In modern times, with increased social and political freedom, members
of the lower strata are given the opportunity to pursue individuation.
Further, they can strive toward integration with the higher strata,
prompting these in turn to alter their fashions.
Because of this significant break from the past, argues Simmel,
modern consciousness concentrates more on the present. The social
strata that become agents of this cultural tendency and thus of change,
namely the middle class, enable fashion to go beyond the bounds
of its original domain, dress, and to spill onto aesthetic sensibilities
and theoretical convictions. (204) Espousing atheistic beliefs, for
instance, can become fashionable. Under this supposition, Simmel
introduces two distinctive products of such a phenomenon: the slave
to fashion and the deliberately unmodern man. Each is the antithesis
of the other. Each can be explained with the regard to the forces of
equalization and differentiation. The slave to fashion is the individual
who constantly keeps up with the trends to the point of “becoming
representative of a totality, the embodiment of a joint spirit.” (194)
This individual constantly modifies his/her external appearance and
behavior in accordance with what is in style or fashionable. The appeal
to such exaggerated trendiness seems to be the aim toward heightened
distinctiveness and differentiation. Because every trend proceeds
toward expansion and thus its doom, this particular individual is always
discarding old trends for newer, more exclusive ones. But in fact, by
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conforming to trends to such an exaggerated extent, she is also negating
her distinctiveness. Those who deliberately shun all fashions, on the
other hand, seek consciously to assert their individuality by resisting
social trends. They are inadvertently forging or conforming to more
marginal fashions, but which are fashions nonetheless. In other words,
not succumbing to trends can be become a fashion in itself.
As we have seen in our discussion, for Simmel fashion in
its modern form as something that is by its very nature transient and
mutable occupies a prominent role in social intercourse. The swift
rate of changing fashions can be explained by the socio-economic
conditions that characterize the modern age, but more fundamentally
by to the unceasing interplay between the drive for both adaptation
and differentiation. It is because of this dialectic that the contents of
fashion are always tending equally toward expansion and annihilation.
The further it expands the more fashion constitutes a trend, yet it also
loses another aspect of its significance or value, which is attraction to
its novelty and exclusivity. Therefore, the swiftly changing contents
of fashion always reflect the interplay of these two opposing forces
that take form in fashion as a unified whole. Individuals are always
simultaneously striving toward the group and toward distinctness,
a dual phenomenon made manifest jointly in fashion. It is this
underlying process that is the root-cause for the constantly changing
face of fashion.
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NARCISSISM, MASCULINITY AND THE ART OF POWER
EDWARD BACAL

In much propagandistic art it is possible to discern certain psychic conditions
that underlie the articulation of state power. In particular, one can see a
tendency towards narcissistic fantasy that underwrites Jacques-Louis David’s
exhortations of French revolutionism just as it does Arno Breker and Josef
Thorak’s attempts to sculpt the alleged superiority of the Nazi subject. For these
artists, the desire for power is manifest as an ego-ideal, an image of power
personified in the virile male body. Consequently, viewers identify with these
figures in order to assume a fantastical sense of self-fulfilled empowerment that,
at the same time, is denied to women as a result of its necessarily phallocentric
function. In mapping out these psychic conditions and articulations this essay
aims to question how this gender disparity is manifest in propagandistic images
of the body, and further, what ramifications they entail for the broader political
realm.
If we consider how unconscious desires become manifest in visual
culture, then there is much to be said about propagandistic art that
extols the virtue of state power and subjectivity under it. For instance,
the revolutionary political fervour evinced in Jacques-Louis David’s
paintings, or the pro-fascist statues of Nazi sculptors like Arno Breker
and Josef Thorak, bespeak many of the unconscious mechanics
attendant to expressions of political power – particularly as evidenced
in a phallocentric logic that underwrites and in part determines the
meanings of their work. Specifically, it is through their depictions of
idealized masculine bodies, respectively constructed as a site of desire
– in all its glory as bearer of the phallus and in David’s case, placed
in relation to its castrated and pathological female counterpart – that
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we can infer a proclivity toward narcissistic fantasy that is articulated
in these overvaluations of phallic masculinity and power. As such, I
intend in this essay to trace out this phallocentric logic, taking recourse
to Freud’s writings on narcissism and femininity as well as Lacanian
developmental theory. The aim of this discussion is to consider how
these works, as expressions of unconscious desires and propagandistic
models for citizen identification, reveal much about the nature and
problematic ramifications of our unconscious political desires and
behaviours.
Let us begin with a cursory look at the sculpture of Arno
Breker. Designed in the service of promoting Nazi culture and
ideology, his statues of effectually statuesque men – big, muscular, and
powerful, as appropriate to Greek gods – sought to exhibit the qualities
and characteristics the party regarded as ideal (e.g. heroism, strength,
virility). These sculptures functioned to avow the prowess of Nazism
to the world. They were often debuted in public to large, international
crowds (such as at the German pavilion at the International Exposition
in Paris in 1937) in order to affirm the principal notion of a supposed
Nazi superiority over all others. This was especially subversive to
the “degenerate” art that came to be associated with Judaism and
communism. Therefore, as representations of the supposed strength
and power of Nazism, and as the reified form of ideological values
rendered visible via a spectacle of ultra-virility, these sculptures
thereby entailed the construction of an idealized image of the supposed
Nazi subject. This is well exemplified by a work like Readiness [fig.1].
In short, Readiness plainly depicts a typical sort of macho-man springing
to action, grasping his knife with heroic vigour and doing well to
illustrate the qualities Nazi authorities perceived in the purported
(i.e. fantastically desired) archetypal Nazi subject. Understood as a
tangible site onto which a fantasized conception of an ideal subjectivity
is projected, Readiness therefore can be viewed as a text through
which the superior power of Nazism attempts to be made legible to all
(though as I shall discuss, perhaps this was less “to all” so much as it
was “to themselves”).
Much of the same, moreover, can be said about David’s
paintings from the years just preceding the French Revolution. A
devout revolutionary, his works of the time (grand history paintings
which depict events marked by a symbolically rich display of heroism,
stoicism, and virtuousness) similarly serve as propagandistic images.
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These qualities, symbolic of power, are made analogous to the
mobilization of real power in France. Once again, the image of the
male body is constructed in order to figure as an emblem of strength,
heroism, and power, the locus onto which particular ideological values
are condensed and inscribed. This is perhaps epitomized by a work
like The Oath of the Horatii [fig. 2]. Not unlike Readiness, The Oath
(which depicts three brothers who sacrifice themselves in battle for
the defence of Rome) essentially functions by conflating masculinity
with the stoicism, virtue, and power associated with this depiction of
state loyalty and revolutionary action. Beyond the statues of Breker,
however, masculinity is expressed in pointed opposition to female
figures that, in a marked lack of masculine prowess, appear as the
pathetic antitheses of the male. We see in The Oath, for instance, the
boys’ female counterparts who, overcome by emotion, sit off to the side
keeling over and crying in a display of weakness. In another instance,
Socrates wife in The Death of Socrates [fig. 3], unable to witness her
husband’s execution – also carried out in a kind of stoic virtue – is
likewise pictured being escorted out back. Essentially, the qualities
attributed to the male are articulated in his relation to women, who
figure as his opposition. It isn’t enough to just be male it seems; one
must express being male in contrariety to that which is not.
If we understand masculinity as Freud outlines – that is, as
concomitant with the phallus – then this gender divide (the masculine
= power, feminine = weakness dichotomy) can hence be read as
a staging of sexual difference determined by possession and lack.
The infant boy, in his passage of development through the Oedipal
complex, comes to regard the female body as evidence of the threat of
castration, thereby causing him to shut down his libidinal attachments
to the “deformed” mother and to establish an identification with the
phallus bearing father.25 Resultantly, the boy installs within himself
a superegoic obedience to paternal law that girls, unable to properly
identify with the father, do not properly develop until later in
adolescence. Females suffer an inability to exhibit morality and justice
as men do. In David’s paintings, the danger that woman’s castration
poses to the man, compounded by a perceived incapacity to express
the law of the father, threatens to compromise his attainment of power
he desires. As such, David’s women are put in their place, depicted
as exhibiting their own castration. They are rendered as a site of
	��������������������������
Freud, “Three Essays.”
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pathos, anxiety, and aversion, a pitiful emblem of weakness palpably
lacking the agency the phallus symbolizes. On the other hand, David’s
males, as with those of Breker, explicitly exhibit their possession
of the phallus, revelling in the power it yields. The erect finger of
Socrates, the big, long swords to which the Horatii brothers pledge
their allegiance, or the knife Herr Readiness so vigorously grasps (swords
and knives, notably, being signifiers of power in their own right) thus
take on great significance. Here the phallus, key to masculinity and to
law and power, serves as a crucial icon in articulating the concessions
afforded to masculinity. Breker’s statues, for instance, are evident
expressions of power. They are shown with their anatomy explicitly
intact.26
At this point I want to suggest that, as the desire for
power exists in tandem with the desire for the phallus, this sort of
phallocentric infatuation underwrites an insistence on the site of
the male body that seems to turn in on itself, revealing a narcissistic
and even vaguely homoerotic attachment. Given that the female
body, symbolizing only the weakness and anxiety posed by her lack,
represents an object of aversion, the male body thereby comes to the
fore as the dominant object of desire. Only it can grant the promise
of phallic power so valorized. Indeed, any interest or pleasure that
might be found in women is hereby obfuscated, as any and all libidinal
investment in the female body (which herein becomes effectively deeroticized) is redirected toward the male.27 This sort of phallocentric
exclusion of women, which functions in conjunction with a subliminal
libidinal investment in the male body, is perhaps best exemplified by
Josef Thorak’s sculpture Comradeship [fig. 3-4]. Also exhibited as part
of the German pavilion at the 1937 exposition, it depicts two virile,
naked men standing strong and holding hands. Effectively, the sculpture
26 To further this point, consider the paintings of Theodore Gericault, whose critiques
of the Napoleonic regime are almost a parody of the virile subjects of David: the masculine
figure is rendered weak, unstable, and in effect, castrated. For instance, his painting Officer
of the Imperial Guard, in which the titular officer is depicted retreating from battle in fear
with his sword held downward, hanging limp, is almost a parody of David’s Napoleon Crossing
the St. Bernard Pass [figs 5-6]. Furthermore, it’s also worth noting the prominence of the
guillotine as a symbol of the French Revolution. Essentially a castrating device, it was this
that revolutionaries used to dethrone their enemies.
27 The virility of these men evidences a hyperbolic eroticization in itself. Whereas
feminine lack is typically accommodated to facilitate (heterosexual) male desire by way of
the fetish (as an ersatz phallus) or punishment of women in order to assert male dominance,
as someone like Laura Mulvey notes, David doesn’t even seem to bother, opting to outright
refuse any pleasure that might be taken from women.
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demonstrates how the overvaluation of the phallus determines our libidinal
desires when power is at stake.
Keeping in mind that these works were made by men with
the intent that they would be seen by men, what stands out is less the
insinuation of homoeroticism as much as the way it comes about.
Specifically it manifests as a narcissism carried out through the role and
function of these male figures as ego-ideals. As constructed representations
of idealized subjects, these figures effectually serve as models from
which viewers can fashion their own subjectivity by way of identification,
installing the desired virility and power these figures embody. Just as the
father provided an initial figure with whom the boy identifies (enabling the
development of the ego and formation of the superego), these figures come
to stand as subsequent, corresponding ideals in the viewer “by which he
measures his actual ego.”28 As such, these artists respond to the desire for
power through the image of an idealized, empowered subject that serves as
the site onto which he can project himself. In turn, this image of the ideal
can be internalized by the viewer who thereby subjects his own self in this
encounter with what, in Lacanian terms, we might call the specular image
of an ideal-I.
By assuming this image as misrecognition29 with an ideal self,
the viewer effectively comes to form his own ego through this reflection of
the self in the other, a process first instanced in the mirror stage when the
infant first recognizes and assumes its image and unifies itself as a gestalt
distinct from a heretofore diffuse experience of the world . This stage is
a crucial factor in the formation of the self as it provides the model by
which we form our identity. For Freud, this formative instance of the ego’s
development (which he theorizes as a process in which the ego floods itself
with libidinal energy in a joyous emergence of the self) is parallel to a state
of primary narcissism whereby the infantile ego – able to provide its own
pleasure, and revelling in its own perceived omnipotence – comes about.
But, as the ego develops and moves past this necessary stage, redirecting
its libidinal energy onto other objects, the self must give up the joyous state
of primary narcissism and abandon a sense of complete and self-sufficient
egocentricity. It must invest parts of itself into others and become
increasingly fractured. The self retains a reminiscence of this primary
narcissism, but unable to return to it, it is forced to meet a compromise
28 Freud, “On Narcissism,” 88. (hereafter cited in text)
29 For Lacan, selfhood consists not of any stable or “true” core, but the structural web of
specular reflections with others that make up the self’s existence in the lived world.
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by taking an ego-ideal as the “substitute for the lost narcissism of his
childhood in which he was his own ideal:”30 “The development of the ego,”
Freud further writes, “consists in a departure from primary narcissism
and gives rise to a vigorous attempt to recover that state. This departure is
brought about by means of the displacement of libido on to an ego ideal
imposed from without; and satisfaction is brought about from fulfilling this
ideal.” (Freud, 95)
In representing a constructed ideal subjectivity, the figures of
David offer to the viewer an ego-ideal through which he can engage in
narcissistic fantasies via the process of identification (I identify with the
statue because, as a representation of the perfection I want to embody,
I can direct my libido towards it as I see it in myself).31 In other words,
inasmuch as the viewer desires what these figures represent, he can find
in them the source material for a narcissistic retreat whereby fantasies of
omnipotence can occur; the viewer is henceforth allowed to take himself
as a specular fantasy of the embodiment of an idealized subjectivity. He is
his own object of desire, directing his libido inwards. Indeed, if as Freud
states, a person may take as a love object what he himself would like to be,
(Laplance, Pontalis, 84) this sort of specular misrecognition of the self in
an ego ideal can explain the homoeroticism that underwrites the discussed
works. Ultimately it is with the phallus that this narcissism is most palpably
expressed, as it – the guarantor of masculinity and, by proxy, law and
power – serves here as the crux of identification and desire.
Evident in the phallocentric gender divide intrinsic to these works (their
rejection of femininity), is the facilitation of identification by recourse to
the phallus through recognition of one’s own possession of, and as reflected
back from, an ego-ideal. Hence, as much as the male body serves as an
appropriate object of libidinal investment in that it mirrors the aspirational
desires the viewer holds for himself, the presence of the phallus marks
the tenable link through which the narcissistic fantasies of omnipotence
he longs for can be enabled. It is a sort of self-congratulatory celebration
of phallic possession. Therefore we can see in the phallocentric “no girl’s
allowed” logic of Comradeship an object-cathexis that functions only
inasmuch as it reflects one’s own self. Just like Narcissus at the pond, it is
able to captivate us to the extent that we ignore and push away all that is
30 Pontalis, “The Language of Psychoanalysis,” 144. (hereafter cited in text)
31 I use the masculine conjugation here advisedly, as this is a narcissism very much
catered to males, given the vital role of the phallus as a structuring factor in identification and
desire, and hence, of the narcissistic object choices entailed
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other.

This role of otherness is perhaps at the heart of all of this; part of
an attempt to facilitate a narcissistic sense of selfness. If, recalling Freud
and Lacan, a joyful feeling of complete and whole selfness is what is at
the base of primary narcissism and accepting that subjectivity is marred
by fragmentation (from the expenditure of our libido and of much of
ourselves onto the external world32) these works take on salient ethicopolitical weight in light of their political programs. Indeed, the quest for
an autonomous subjectivity that is stable and total comes with certain
consequences, especially when combined with a desire for power. To this
effect, I need only summarize the basic principle underlying Nazism: the
destruction of the Other as a means of facilitating a fantastical conception
of absolute selfhood (i.e. of the conception of a pure, Aryan nation).
It’s also worth noting that French revolutionaries too weren’t shy to
put dissenters in the guillotine. The desire for power underlying David,
Breker, and Thorak ventures to create a very problematic, subjective
ethical position. Recall that the art of the latter two was distinctly made in
opposition to the “degenerate” art of Judaism/Communism, in an attempt
to repress these entities whose negation proved key in establishing the Nazi
self. It entails a patent repression of that which threatens to contradict or
compromise the ideal subject it constructs.
The fantasies of narcissistic omnipotence in these works
relegate all that which is ‘other’ to the margins, subjugated to the ego’s
assumptions of a state of power exercised in the name of the hegemony of
the I. Evidently, this is clear with respect to women, who – as in David’s
paintings, where they are distinctly put in the place of the ‘other’ – are
made to serve and bear the brunt of phallocratic law and power. The male
consolidation of psychical power expressed here – which, in tandem with
desire and subjectivity, is determined by the phallus – effectually authorizes
the expression of things such as the oppression of women. The anxiety
and aversion toward the female body engenders a systematic denial of the
capacity of women to assume a subjectivity in which they can themselves
attain or exercise power and justice. To maintain a certain autonomy from
the prescribed ideological positions these artists present is not an entirely
bad thing in itself; it presents the potential for other practices of power
and law that aren’t constricted to the unjust rule of narcissistic power. The
difficulty, however, is finding viable outlets of resistance from without.
32 Freud notes, for instance, that in love we give up part of our personality in favour of
an object cathexis. See “Psychoanalysis,” 68.
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It might be said then, to take a cynical approach, that much of
politics and the drive to power can be considered a largely narcissistic
enterprise. Oftentimes the motivation behind entering politics is to be
able to live out narcissistic fantasies of omnipotence by assuming a
role of power and making others subject to your rule. The desire and
identification that facilitates the formation of an appropriate ideological
position is a significant part of the mechanics of this system of power
– the formation of the individual through the dictates of a prescribed,
homogenous subjectivity. As such, we might also conceive of politics as
a narcissistic enterprise on the part of citizens, in that many may come
to find in regimes of state power and the embodiment of an egoistic
state-identity, an avenue through which they can engage in narcissistic
fantasies of their own. By looking toward expressions of political power
(propagandistic art or admired leaders), one may take refuge from the
fragmentation of life by seeking asylum in the recesses of the ego. This,
of course, is not without ideological consequences. It entails the creation
of ideological subjects that are rendered passive. The drive to attain one’s
own real-world power is here negated by a regulation of our impulses and
desires, redirecting them to ego-idealistic leaders. In that capacity Hitler
played a major part in the construction of Nazi identity. In addition, this
may also help explain why a certain former body builder/action-movie star
who has maintained a powerful cache of macho bravura among masses
was able to get democratically elected to office. Can we then say that our
political unconscious has a proclivity toward an ethically questionable
desire for power, manifest in the urges maintained by narcissism impulses?
Perhaps, but more relevant, I’d argue, is the importance we can attribute
to our ability to assume the fractured subjectivity of life in the world
with others, which here takes on significance as a form of ethical and
political responsibility. Regimes of state power and totalitarianism
tend to be synonymous with a certain regressiveness appropriate to
narcissism. However, taking on a subjectivity that functions outside the
circumscriptions of the state – despite the discomforting loss of a sense
of selfhood and the sacrifice of rights and liberties it entails – provides a
salient foundation for resistance and for the expressions of a power and
law that is ‘other’. Ultimately then, an important element of resisting the
injustices of state power is a denial of the luring pleasures expressed by
these artists. Instead of these pleasures, we should consider practices of
selfhood that actively look outward, as to refuse the narcissistic ethics of
the omnipotence of the absolute self.
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In conclusion, we can see in the work of artists like JacquesLouis David, Arno Breker, and Josef Thorak, a phallocentric logic that
accompanies ideologically motivated articulations of power. Masculinity
and the male body come to figure as the site of desire through which
an ideologically motivated subjectivity is formed. As propagandistic
expressions of power – written into an idealized construction of
subjectivity and posited by way of the image of masculinity – these works
come to reveal the phallocentric and phallocratic implications that underlie
them, particularly as they emerge out of a narcissistic infatuation with the
male body. Ultimately, these works do well to articulate the unconscious
mechanics that underlie desires pertaining to power and sense of self. The
images condense so many of the impulses and processes that determine
much of our political lives, while also shedding light on problematic
political and ethical ramifications they entail.
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Fig. 1 Arno Breker. Readiness, 1937.

Fig. 2. Jacques-Louis David. The Oath of the
Horatii, 1784.

Fig. 3: Jacques-Louis David, The Death of Socrates, 1787
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Fig. 3 Josef Thorak,
Comradeship, 1937.
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Fig. 4: Comradeship at the German Pavilion

Fig 5: Théodore Géricault, Officer of
the Imperial Guard, 1814.

Fig. 6: Jacques-Louis David, Napoleon
Crossing the St. Bernard Pass, 1801.
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HINDUISM AS THE MOTHER CHURCH: HIERARCHY AND
REFORM IN THE THOUGHT OF SWAMI VIVEKANADA
JOSEPH MCQUADE

The societal and technological changes which characterized the 19th century
brought with them new and profound challenges to the established Hinduism
of British India. The great Hindu reformer, Swami Vivekananda, responded
to these challenges through a re-examination of Advaita Vedanta philosophy,
seeking to prove that Hinduism was not only in line with modern ideas of
morality and science, but was in fact the universal religion from which all
others originated. This paper examines the manner in which Vivekananda’s
attempts at reform created a new, albeit more inclusive, hierarchy of religions
which positioned other faiths as lesser paths towards the Hindu goal of Advaita
Vedanta. As such, this paper calls the universality of Vivekananda’s Hinduism
into question by situating it squarely within its historical and cultural context.
The 19th century was a period of great change and reform for the people
of India as Hindu thinkers were forced to confront the challenge
posed by British Enlightenment values, Protestant Christianity, and
the rise of Western science. This led many Hindus to reexamine their
religious traditions and philosophies in an attempt to make traditional
Indian beliefs more compatible with a rapidly changing modern world.
A long history of occupation under Islamic and British rulers had
pushed indigenous Hindu traditions into the role of a subjugated and
oppressed religion, which had come to be identified by its conquerors
as idolatrous and socially divisive.33 This British suspicion towards
Hinduism generated a reform movement within the tradition which
began with the writings of Rammohun Roy and continued through
33 Agarwal, The Social Role of the Gita, 51. (hereafter cited in text)
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the works of Swami Vivekananda, ultimately culminating in Indian
independence in the middle of the 20th century. Throughout this
period, Hindus like Vivekananda sought to adapt their religion in order
to promote a vibrant and modern India which was connected with its
ancient past, while also being freed from “ritual-centered priestcraft,
orthodoxy, fanaticism, superstitions, and religious intolerance” (Argwal,
63). To this end, Vivekananda is one of the most important figures in
the Hindu Renaissance of the 19th century. His reinterpretation of the
ancient Indian notion of Advaita Vedanta helped to lay the groundwork
for the transformation of Hindu religious thought by articulating a
new form of Hinduism which was tolerant of other faiths, while also
being grounded in practical ethics. Vivekananda’s new Practical
Vedanta was grounded in the idea that “service to the poor is service to
God” (Argwal, 8), while also maintaining that the ultimate unity of all
existence was proof that all religions were valid paths to reaching God.
However, while Vivekananda’s philosophy has been widely interpreted
as a purely universal message which is pertinent to all, it retains
key features which characterize it within its specific Hindu context,
particularly in the way in which Vivekananda interprets other religions
like Christianity as paths towards the ultimate goal of Advaita Vedanta.
By situating other religions within the framework of Advaita Vedanta,
Vivekananda implicitly establishes the dominance of Hinduism as
the “Mother Church”34 of all religions, thereby creating a new kind of
religious hierarchy which despite being far more tolerant and receptive
towards other faiths, still places Hinduism at the top.
One of the most important steps which Vivekananda took in
articulating this philosophy was to respond to Western criticisms of
Hinduism by attempting to eliminate any elements from it which could
be the subject of disapproval. One of the most important Protestant
criticisms of Hinduism in the 19th century was that it lacked the ethical
dimension of social activism which was so important in Protestant
Christianity. This claim was not without some merit, as proponents
of the Advaita Vedanta school of thought had tended to de-emphasize
moral issues as ultimately irrelevant in relation to realization of
Vedanta as the ultimate goal of human existence. Classical Advaita
Vedanta maintains that there is no distinction between the personal
soul (atman) and the Universal soul (Brahman) which means that all
people are essentially manifestations of the Universal, whose goal
34 Vivekananda, “Hinduism and Modern Times,” 58. (hereafter cited in text)
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is to transcend human existence in order to ultimately merge with
the Universal. This philosophy projects the true meaning of life as
being outside of the spatial and temporal world of human experience,
implying that actions in this world have no importance unless they are
geared towards reaching Brahman, a fact that “implicitly denies the
value, in an absolute sense, of moral norms”.35 This led to criticism by
many Western observers who saw this separation between appearance
and reality as generating a trivialization of the material world which
resulted in apathy and moral ineptitude.36 Vivekananda recognized
this apparent deficiency and began to argue for a more practical
interpretation of Vedanta based around ethics. Vivekananda argued
that the demand for ethics and social justice had always existed in
Hindu scriptures and that the principle of Advaita Vedanta implied a
demand to treat others with respect and dignity, making social service
and charity an integral aspect of his religious philosophy (Agarwal, 59).
Vivekananda’s articulation of ethical action as a necessary consequence
of the unity of all beings was especially powerful because of the context
in which it was developed. Many European Enlightenment thinkers
had endeavored to use reason in order to find a rational and natural
basis for morality, but these attempts had ultimately failed as most
began to see morality as no more than the product of arbitrary cultural
and historical norms (Bauer, 42). Vivekananda’s assertion that morality
was a natural consequence of the realization of the unity of existence
directly challenged these ideas and provided the rational basis for
ethical action which Western philosophy had been lacking. In this
way, Vivekananda began to challenge Western hegemony by asserting
the superiority of Indian philosophy and metaphysics rather than
attempting to dispute European dominance in the natural sciences.37
Not only did Vivekananda avoid the mistake of attempting
to challenge Western science, but he also argued that modern science
was in fact completely in line with claims which the Vedas had been
making for thousands of years. Vivekananda saw religion and science
as complimentary to each other, stating that scientific discoveries would
ultimately prove rather than disprove the validity of Advaita Vedanta
philosophy. This is an important contrast to the prevailing attitude in
35 Bauer, “Advaita Vedanta and Contemporary Western Ethics,” 41. (hereafter cited in
text)
36 Mukerji, Neo-Vedanta and Modernity, 83. (hereafter cited in text)
37 Basu, Ghosh (eds.), “Indian Missionary’s Mission to England,” 295. (hereafter cited
in text)
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Western intellectual circles in the 19th century, which generally saw
traditional religion as incompatible with the discoveries of modern
science. While Protestant theologians adopted a siege mentality
towards the scientific discoveries of the 19th century, the predominantly
Hindu universities of India found themselves “innocent of any
theological need to come to terms with theories of evolution” (Mukerji,
63). For this reason, Vivekananda was able to argue that Hinduism
was the religion which was the most compatible with Western science,
claiming that Vedantic ideas of the oneness of all existence was the
endpoint to which science would eventually lead in its search for the
unity of all matter.38 Vivekananda’s concern with situating his religion
within the framework of modern science in order to demonstrate the
rationality and credibility of his ideas is very reflective of the important
role which the British education system had on shaping the approach
he took towards questions of faith and philosophy. At the time in
which Vivekananda was writing, there was a prevailing belief that
all of the educated people of India would become either Christians
or unbelieving materialists within a very short amount of time.39
Vivekananda’s emphasis on grounding his religion in the language
of modern science helped to ensure that this prediction was proven
utterly false. More than one hundred years later, approximately 80.5%
of Indians are identified as Hindus, while Christians number only
2.33% of the present Indian population.40
Vivekananda’s philosophy of adapting Vedanta in order to
meet the demands of contemporary morality and scientific advances
was also applied in his understanding of the relationship between
Hinduism and other religions. It is very important to note that
Vivekananda argued that the ethical dimensions of Practical Vedanta
had always been implied by classical Advaita Vedanta, and was not
a synthesis of Christian morality with Hindu thought. Similarly,
Vivekananda did not claim that Hinduism had incorporated ideas
from Western science, but rather that Western science had come to
conclusions which had always been present in the Hindu scriptures.
In both of these cases, Hinduism is portrayed as an all-encompassing
system of thought which requires no improvement by Westerners, as
38 Mahadevan, Swami Vivekananda and the Indian Renaissance, 55. (hereafter cited in
text)
39 Basham, “Swami Vivekananda,” 212. (hereafter cited in text)
40 Kashyap, Kashyap (eds.), “Annexure India,” 512. (hereafter cited in text)
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its apparent defects are seen as misrepresentations of the true message
of Advaita Vedanta which is central to the religion. Just as Vedanta was
seen to accord with modern morality and science, it was also portrayed
by Vivekananda as teaching a message of universal moral inclusivity
which saw all religions as meaningful and valid paths towards the
ultimate goal of union with God. Vivekananda’s ideas about religious
pluralism were no doubt influenced by his mentor, Sri Ramakrisna, who
had achieved a state of religious bliss through devotional experiences
with divine figures as diverse as Kali, Vishnu, Allah, and Christ
(Argwal, 53). This led Ramakrisna to conclude that all religions were
legitimate in that they promoted worship of genuine manifestations
of the divine. Vivekananda continued this line of thought, asserting
that while religions had different forms of expression and degree
of their teachings, they did not differ in terms of substance. In this
way, Vivekananda came to see Advaita Vedanta as the harmonizer
of all religions, arguing that mutual respect and acceptance among
different faith communities must go beyond tolerance.41 To this end,
Vivekananda sought to incorporate the many different versions of God
advocated by religions like Christianity, Islam and Buddhism within
the framework of Vedantic thought in order to create a single universal
religion which transcended affiliation and promoted true peace and
love.
This idea of a universal religion is not to be confused with
the idea of a single uniform religion, as Vivekananda saw the value
in religious heterodoxy as widening the options of the religious
individual, allowing them to choose whichever form of worship best
suits their mentality and needs.42 The only aspect of religion for which
Vivekananda had no patience was religious intolerance or exclusive
claims to a monopoly on salvation as advocated by many Christians
and Muslims of his time. Vivekananda recognized religious exclusivity
as the root of much of the world’s conflict, stating that “The world
furnishes no hate stronger than that engendered by religion, and no
love stronger.”43 Vivekananda believed that this conflict resulted
from people’s insistence on emphasizing the non-essential aspects of
their religion, rather than recognizing the essential core of all faiths
41 Aleaz, Jesus in Neo-Vedanta, 23-5. (hereafter cited in text)
42 Spencer, “Vivekananda and the Unity of Churches and Religions,” 170. (hereafter
cited in text)
43 Vivekananda, The Complete Works of Swami Vivekananda, 435. (hereafter cited in text)
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which is centered on the search for God. Vivekananda was particularly
critical of religions like Christianity which tried to assert a “theological
Imperialism” (Spencer, 166) by which their doctrines and philosophies
were seen as superior to all other forms of worship. By claiming that
theirs was the only true expression of faith, these other religions were
seen as generating conflict by trying to assert their status as the one
and only universal religion, with all other forms of worship being seen
as either invalid or as imperfect manifestations of this one true faith.
The only problem with Vivekananda’s philosophy is that despite its
radical acceptance of religious diversity and its laudatory respect for all
religions, it is not entirely innocent of a more subtle form of the very
theological Imperialism of which Vivekananda accuses others.
Vivekananda’s assertion about the relationship between
Hinduism and other religions has deep roots in traditional Indian
thought, which had a long history of “including and subordinating
other teachings.”44 Sankara, the great proponent of classical Vedantic
thought, had argued that the Veda adjusts its teachings to different
modes or levels of understanding (Halbfass, 59) depending on the
capacities of its audience. In the same way, Vivekananda argued
that there were three stages of religion, these being polytheism,
monotheism, and non-dualism, thus placing his own Vedanta as
the teleological culmination of religious endeavor (Spender, 179).
Vivekananda argued that the aspects of other religions which seemed
to fall into the categories of polytheism or monotheism were in fact
adjustments made to render religion accessible to those who could
not grasp the concept of true non-dualism. In this way, all religions
were seen as paths towards the ultimate realization of Hindu Vedanta,
which Vivekananda claimed was not “the religion of India alone, but
the religion of the universe” which was not grounded in historical
circumstances but was “infinite and eternal like the God it preaches.”45
What makes Hinduism special, according to Vivekananda, is the fact
that it has no historic founder but rather rests on eternal principles, and
as such it subsumes all other religions within it. While other religions
are seen as legitimate paths to God, Hinduism is put forth as the first,
with all subsequent messiahs drawing their teachings from the Vedas
(Aleaz 50). In this way, while ostensibly accepting all forms of religious
devotion, Vivekananda in fact creates a form of religious hierarchy in
44 Halbfass, Tradition and Reflection, 53. (hereafter cited in text)
45 Basu, Ghosh (eds.), “Swami Vivekananda,” 53.
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which Hinduism is depicted as the source of all other religions. While
Vivekananda’s religion is far more inclusive than the Christianity of his
time, there are still obvious links between his assertion of the primacy
of Hinduism and the Protestant notion that Christianity was the
ultimate fulfillment of all religions (Halbfass, 379). The way in which
Vivekananda interprets Christianity within the framework of Advaita
Vedanta is a particularly clear example of the tension which exists
between Vivekananda’s radical inclusivity on the one hand, and his
conflicting assertion about Vedanta as the ultimate goal of all religion on
the other hand.
In order to understand the relationship between Vivekananda
and Christianity, it is necessary first to understand the way in which
his mentor Ramakrisna understood this religion. While Ramakrisna
saw immense value in Christianity as a meaningful route to God, his
understanding was not based on an understanding of the precepts
which make this religion what it is. Ramakrisna’s experience of
Christianity was a profound devotional realization of the divine in
Christ and as such he respected Christ as a manifestation of God.46
This experience was profoundly important for Ramakrisna, and for
Vivekananda as well. It seemed to confirm the validity of Christianity
as a legitimate route to God. However, the Christianity which
Ramakrisna and Vivekananda had acknowledged was not necessarily
the Christianity practiced by its European adherents. Vivekananda
accused contemporary Christians of having misunderstood the message
of Jesus, claiming that they had distorted it into a “shop-keeping
religion of luxury and intolerant superstitious doctrines” (Aleaz,
56). Vivekananda further disputed the idea of the crucifixion and
resurrection of Jesus, a central element of Christian belief, by stating
that as God incarnate, Jesus could not die and therefore “that which
was crucified was only a semblance, a mirage” (Thomas, 126). In
this way, Vivekananda saw Christ as one of many manifestations of
the divine which had come to earth throughout the ages, the same
manifestation which had come to earth as Buddha and Krishna at
earlier points in history. As such, Vivekananda argued that the human
figures of Jesus and Gautama were in fact unimportant except as
instruments through which the divine manifested itself (Thomas, 121).
This is an interesting and profound attempt at smoothing over the
46 Thomas, The Acknowledged Christ of the Indian Renaissance, 112. (hereafter cited in
text)
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differences between the world’s religions by claiming that the same
divine inspiration lies behind all of them. It does however raise the
question of whether it is possible for these other religions to subscribe
to this philosophy without changing central elements in their theology.
If Christianity needs to forgo belief in the literal death and resurrection
of Jesus in order to achieve its full potential as part of Vivekananda’s
eternal religion, is this in fact true pluralism or merely theological
Imperialism under a new guise?
It may be possible to answer this question by looking at the
way in which Vivekananda reformulates key Christian teachings within
the framework of his understanding of Advaita Vedanta. Assuming
Vivekananda’s premise that Christ, Krisna and Buddha should all be
understood as manifestations of the same divine premise, then it seems
to follow that all would have taught the same message and in fact this
is what Vivekananda asserts. Vivekananda uses key examples from
the Christian Bible in an attempt to prove that Christ taught Vedanta,
particularly emphasizing the famous quote “before Abraham was, I
am” as evidence that Christ was in fact one of many incarnations of
the divine which included Zoroaster, Moses and even Muhammad
(Aleaz, 48). While many Christian scholars have accused Vivekananda
of “reading biblical passages out of context and interpreting them in
ways alien to the fundamentals of biblical religion” (Thomas, 131), it is
important to note that Vivekananda’s goal here is not in understanding
the historical figure of Jesus of Nazareth but rather in understanding
how the divine figure of the Christ relates to preconceived notions
about Advaita Vedanta. While Christianity is therefore seen as a valid
expression of religion insofar as it apparently teaches Hindu notions
of Vedanta, it is still seen as a somewhat lesser path which uses the
imperfect notion of a personal God in order to help lead the masses
towards the more perfect understanding of non-dualistic Advaita
Vedanta itself (Thomas, 125). This idea of other religions being
valid but imperfect routes to God is reinforced in the notes of one of
Vivekananda’s students, Sister Nivedita, who noticed that “There
was an implication throughout the talk that Christ and Buddha were
inferior to Krisna … inasmuch as they preached the highest ethics as
a world path whereas Krisna saw the right of the whole in all its parts”
(Vivekananda, 281). In this way it seems that while Vivekananda
certainly respected Christianity as a genuine path to God, this and
other religions seem to have been understood as lesser paths which
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come out of the universal principle of Advaita Vedanta, and which
eventually return there.
There is no question that Vivekananda’s philosophy of
religious pluralism took huge steps in closing the gap between different
forms of religious practice. Vivekananda expressed an openness and
respect towards other faiths which was unprecedented for its time
and which expanded classical Hindu notions of inclusivity to far
greater dimensions than had previously been known. The idea that
other religions could be seen as legitimate and genuine paths to God
came in stark contrast to the religious exclusivity which existed at
Vivekananda’s time and which is still prevalent in many different faith
groups to this day. However, as tempting as it is to see Vivekananda
as a purely universal figure, it is impossible to separate him from his
colonial context and from his place in the Hindu tradition of Advaita
Vedanta. As such, despite his generosity of spirit and willingness to
accept the value of faiths which differed from his own, Vivekananda’s
philosophy still remains rooted in a worldview which sees his religion
as the first and most perfect means of devotion, from which all others
came and to which all others will ultimately return. This serves to
illustrate just how difficult it can be for even the most monumental of
thinkers to truly detach themselves from the context in which they live,
and the degree to which this context will inevitably shape their lives
and thought.
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THE THIRST FOR PROFOUND PAIN – PHOTOGRAPHY,
JOURNALISM AND WAR IN THE 21ST CENTURY
NICHOLAS ERWIN-LONGSTAFF

Iconic photographs and arresting visual images have always played an
important role in the communication of ideas, and like the written word,
the manner in which an image is framed and composed will subtly influence
the opinion of the audience. This paper explores the uses of visual rhetoric in
the print media by focusing on the case of a controversial Time Magazine
cover image depicting a mutilated young Afghan woman. The paper explores
how audiences react differently to photographs than they do to prose, and
concludes by suggesting that contemporary visual rhetoric in North America,
especially when deployed in support of Humanitarian causes, bears distinctive
similarities to the aesthetics of mid-20th century American pulp fiction and late
20th century American pornography.
“Thirst for profound pain. – When it has passed, passion leaves behind an
obscure longing for itself and even in departing casts a seductive glance.
To be scourged by it must have afforded us a kind of joy. The milder
sensations, on the other hand, appear insipid; it seems we always prefer
the more vehement displeasure to a feeble pleasure.” – Nietzsche47

Aisha gazes into the camera, eyes unflinching, her face framed by a
cascade of lustrous black hair. Her mouth is closed; her lips are caught
in a slight downward curve – not a frown, but a look of deep solemnity
matched by the intensity of her gaze. She is beautiful, and her beauty
is precisely the sort that we are taught to associate with the blush of
youth: a symmetrical face with elegant cheekbones, a hint of dimples
and clear, unblemished skin. The headscarf she wears looks precarious
47 Nietzsche, Human, All Too Human, 192.
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on her head as though at any moment it could slide back and leave her
fully exposed. The neckline of her dress makes a modest but notable
plunge. She is also missing her nose, a fact that the photographer – Jodi
Bieber – has been careful to accentuate. The image has been framed
so that the jagged black hole in the center of Aisha’s face is also the
center of the photograph, which Time Magazine placed on the cover
of its August 9, 2010 edition alongside the headline “What Happens
if We Leave Afghanistan.”48 The photograph, as well as the Issue’s
accompanying articles and supplementary materials available on the Time’s
website, exemplify the interaction between image and text that is central
to how modern print journalism constructs and defines “the news.” In
particular, the picture illustrates the precarious balance that newspapers
and magazines must maintain when they claim a neutral perspective. “We
do not run this story or show this image either in support of the U.S. war
effort or in opposition to it,” an editorial in the August 9 issue asserts, after
acknowledging the controversial nature of the photograph. “We do it to
illuminate what is actually happening on the ground.”49
Not surprisingly, this disclaimer did little to prevent the polarizing
impact of the “What Happens if We Leave Afghanistan” Issue, providing
(as an article in the New York Times put it) “something of an Internet litmus
test about attitudes toward the war, and what America’s responsibility is
in Afghanistan.”50 While some critics felt that the graphic and disturbing
nature of the photograph itself made it an inappropriate cover, the most
common complaint involved the accompanying text: “What Happens if
we leave Afghanistan”. Because this sentence lacked a question mark, it
was widely interpreted as a declarative statement, perhaps even a form of
“emotional blackmail” about the consequences of withdrawing American
troops from the region. To critics of the war, the text accompanying the
photograph was misleading in light of the fact that Aisha’s mutilation
had occurred almost a decade after the invasion of Afghanistan in 2001.51
As a critical commentator on Time’s website put it: “This is a tragedy,
48 See Appendix
49 Stengel, “The Plight of Afghan Women,” Time Magazine. (hereafter cited in text)
50 Nordland, “Portrait of Pain Ignites Debate Over Afghan War,” The New York Times.
51 In fact the Time Magazine cover, albeit in much smaller text, as well as the
accompanying article by Aryn Baker, both noted when the attack had taken place. Most
commentators were apparently either unaware of this fact or felt that the acknowledgment
was insufficiently prominent to account for the deterministic sounding headline. Statements
made by the Times’ editorial staff as well as regular contributor Joe Klein both suggest that, at
least officially, Time Magazine did not intend the picture and accompanying text to be taken
so literally.
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not a moral dilemma. Sending our soldiers to die in a doomed war, and
spending billions of much needed dollars in the process, is only adding to
the tragedy.”52 On the other hand a journalist for the London Daily Mail
named Liz Jones praised precisely those qualities of the photograph; “[Jodi
Bieber’s photograph] has crystallized a moral dilemma: Is our presence in
Afghanistan imperialist or compassionate?”53
This comment emerges from Jones’s depiction of a debate
between herself and a former war photographer, Nigel Wright.
Photographers are “arrogant,” Jones insists at one point: “You never do
any research, and you think the photo is the only thing that matters.” Yet
confronted with the image of Aisha’s ruined face, Jones is compelled
to acknowledge a “yawning dent” in her argument. Here it seems a
photographer has captured the perfect impressionistic summary of the
choice facing the NATO forces in Afghanistan as they contemplate
withdrawal.
I. The Iconic Photograph
The high praise that Jones bestows on Bieber’s photograph speaks
to a long tradition in the print media of pairing written texts with visual
images that either metaphorically or literally connects the reader to the
matters being discussed.54 With the advent of cheap and easily reproduced
colour photography, the clear preference in the print media has been for
relatively unedited photographs, presented as authentic snapshots of the
events being described in the accompanying text. Despite the growing
prominence of sophisticated image editing software programs, there is
a widely held normative expectation that journalistic photographs will
not be substantially altered by programs such as Photoshop, and that
they will have a direct connection to the people, events or places that are
being described. An article about Libyan rebels that was accompanied
with a picture of Iraqi insurgents would be regarded as a major breach
of journalistic ethics, despite the fact that a casual western audience
would be unlikely to notice the difference. Likewise, a journalist who
52 See rose83 on Joe Klein’s blog, “Nonsense… and more Nonsense,” Swampland.
53 Jones, “Would this girl have captivated…?” Daily Mail.
54 For an example of a metaphorical magazine cover see cover of the January 9th15th 2010 issue of The Economist. A headline about inflating asset bubbles is paired with an
artistically rendered image of several giant soap bubbles floating over the streets of New York
City.
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rearranged a dead body before photographing it would be regarded as
having overstepped the bounds of proper journalism. In cases where
stock photography is employed, we expect to be informed of this.55 These
widely shared expectations ensure that, while photographs are carefully
managed editorially – inasmuch as they are shot, cropped and then selected
by someone – they are also regarded as a relatively “neutral” or even
“objective” way of conveying information by the reader. This trust would
not be extended to the images found in advertisements. As Cori Dauber
writes, journalistic photographs “tend to be read not as representation but
as evidence.”56
The special status that our society accords to photojournalism
is perhaps best exemplified by the idea of the ‘iconic photograph’, an
image that becomes indelibly linked in the popular consciousness with
an event, idea, time or place. As a general guideline an iconic photograph
must be widely recognized, considered historically significant, capable of
provoking a powerful emotional reaction in the audience, and reproduced
across different media.57 Typically such photographs achieve their status
because “they coordinate a number of motifs from within the social
life of the audience” to communicate a message directly to the reader
(Harimand, Lucaites, 122). The most successful iconic photographs,
such as the soldier and nurse embracing in Times Square on V - J Day or
General Nguyen Ngoc Loan’s execution of a Vietcong Prisoner in 1968,
remain recognizable decades after their publication and continue to act as
symbols of the events that spawned them. Unsurprisingly, producing an
iconic image is a source of great prestige for both the photographer and
the publication, and insofar as it garners praise and attention it may also
enhance the reputation, and therefore earning power, of its creators and
publishers.
In the editorial accompanying Bieber’s photo there is an
inescapable sense that the Time staff expect Aisha’s portrait to achieve
iconic status. “Our cover image this week is powerful, shocking and
disturbing” and “will become a symbol of the price Afghan women have
had to pay for the repressive ideology of the Taliban.” Furthermore, the
55 The very fact that so many editors feel compelled to include a stock photographs
rather than no photograph speaks to the crucial role that such pictures play in the way our
society constructs the idea of “news.” On a basic level the picture may also reinforce the
reader’s sense that the author has actually witnessed the events or places being described,
inducing the reader to treat the journalists statements more credibly.
56 Dauber, “The Shots Seen ‘Round the World,’” 654.
57 This definition is taken from Harimand and Lucaites, No Caption Needed, 121 .
(hereafter cited in text)
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editorial asserts that the picture, when combined with Aryn Baker’s article,
aims to provide “context and perspective” to the debate surrounding the
Afghan war, a debate that “has already [been] ratcheted up” by wikileaks.
“[But] what you see in these pictures and our story is something that
you cannot find in those 91,000 documents: a combination of emotional
truth and insight into the way life is lived in that difficult land and the
consequences of the important decisions that lie ahead.” (Stengel)
II. Violence as Titillation
Though as of May 2011 it is too early to determine whether Jodi
Bieber has produced an iconic image of the war in Afghanistan, other
news publications and blogs were quick to compare Aisha’s portrait with
two other widely reproduced photographs that had appeared on magazine
covers in the past. For authors such as Liz Jones, who clearly regarded
the photo as a legitimate and accurate representation of the Afghan war,
the image was reminiscent of Steve McCurry’s picture of Sharbat Gula,
the green-eyed Afghani refugee whose 1985 snapshot came to “epitomize
the plight of refugees displaced by the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan.”58
On many antiwar internet blogs, where informal styles of address and
sarcasm are commonplace, the image was repeatedly compared to a famous
National Lampoon cover from 1973 in which a dog has a gun pointed at its
head, with the headline: “If You Don’t Buy This Magazine, We’ll Kill This
Dog”. Both comparisons are revealing.
McCurry’s snapshot of Sharbat Gula bears a striking resemblance
to Bieber’s portrait of Aisha.59 Both are young, female, Afghani nationals
forced to flee their homes following an invasion. Both women have a
distinctive facial feature – Aisha’s missing nose, Sharbat’s brilliant green
eyes – that makes the image instantly memorable. Both are wearing
hoods and both women stare directly into the camera, which in each case
is exactly level with their face. Both images ended up gracing the cover
of a widely recognized American magazine, in Sharbat’s case National
Geographic. These similarities are so striking that Bieber herself, as
well as Time’s editorial staff, were surely aware of them; it seems likely
that the parallels are intentional. By the same token however, there are
revealing differences. McCurry did not seek Gula out. She was one of
many photographs he took that day and, by his own admission, he did
58 Edwards, “Cover to Cover,” 75-92 .
59 See Appendix
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not think the picture would be particularly noteworthy until after it had
been developed.60 Sharbat’s clothing is noticeably grimy and worn, unlike
Aisha’s, who wears make-up, stylish clothing, and a head scarf that
apparently is positioned to appear as though it might slide backward off
her head at any minute. The accompanying stories are also quite different
thematically. After taking Gula’s picture McCurry would not see her again
until 2002 when National Geographic finally managed to locate her. Unlike
Aisha, no one knew Gula’s name when her photograph became famous,
and there was no insinuation that either McCurry or National Geographic
had assisted her. Time, by contrast, has gone out of its way to emphasize
that Aisha’s life is safe, that she understood what it meant to be placed on
the cover of Time Magazine, and that she was receiving reconstructive
surgery from the Grossman Burn Foundation in California. The result is
to imbue these eerily similar images with starkly contrasting implications.
National Geographic’s image speaks to the chaos and dislocation that
inevitably accompany armed conflict and violence. Here war is an
unmitigated human disaster; an irrational and uncontrollable force that
pushes people out of their homes and strips them of their very identities,
potently symbolized by Gula’s anonymity. Aisha’s story in Time by
contrast revolves around her dependence on foreigners to protect her from
her fellow Afghans. It is American soldiers who take her to Kabul after her
mutilation and it is in California that she will receive reconstructive surgery
to replace her nose. In this telling Aisha’s shattered visage becomes a sort
of metaphor for the devastated nation of Afghanistan itself: a self inflicted
wound that requires outside expertise and assistance to heal.
The comparison between the Jan. 1973 cover of National
Lampoon and Aisha’s Time Magazine portrait seems more tenuous at first
glance, but a closer examination suggests that the bloggers who drew the
comparison were identifying several noteworthy similarities.61 The images
are radically different in tone, with one clearly intended to be humorous
and the other meant to evoke visceral horror. In terms of layout, however,
the images are quite similar. A symbol of innocence – be it a cute dog
or a young woman – is in the center of the frame. Both covers have an
accompanying text in the bottom right corner and both contain an explicit
threat: failure to take action will end badly for the dog/woman. In both
cases the impact of the cover is entirely dependent on the juxtaposition of
something cute and inviting with a symbol of menace – in Aisha’s case
60 Newman, “A Life Revealed,” National Geographic.
61 See Appendix
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her missing nose, in the dog’s case the cocked revolver pointed at its head.
Both the missing nose and the gun are in the center right of the frame, and
the subjects of both photographs have highly expressive eyes that seem
directed at the viewer. In both cases a physical body that embodies youth
and innocence is threatened by a symbol of brutality, leaving the viewer
both unsettled and intrigued.
Juxtapositionsing innocence and violent menace to sell works
of fiction first gained recognizable modern form with the comic books
of the 1940s and 1950s, in the tradition of “good girl art.” Comic books
reached their highest levels of circulation and market saturation during
this period, and as the United States entered the Second World War their
covers became increasingly violent and sexual in nature. “Covers depicted
women bound with their arms behind their backs, tied to posts, their
backs arched to emphasize their breasts. Nazis, Japanese soldiers, generic
natives, and even aliens bent over them, ready to despoil, mutilate, and
murder. Leering villains threatened good girls with every imaginable
death: dismemberment, burning, and beheading (the most popular).” As
time went by, the buff American hero that traditionally occupied the cover
page was increasingly sidelined or minimized in favor of a woman and her
tormentors.62
The darkly sexual and often kinky covers of mid-twentieth
century comic books and pulp novels were the most direct antecedents
of modern pornography63 – far more so than the stag films and burlesque
shows of an earlier generation, which seemed quite goofy and tame by
comparison and which bestowed a comparatively greater role on women,
who were performers rather than mere objects – an aesthetic that had
achieved effective mainstream status in the United States by the late
1990s.64 Pornographic images revolving around themes of sexualized
power and domination are ubiquitous across different media and in most
aspects of public life, including politics. Both National Lampoon and Time
Magazine are drawing on the same symbols as these earlier publications
and even using similar cover layouts as marketing gimmicks to draw
attention to themselves. Modifications have been made where necessary.
Her stylish clothing and swooping neckline notwithstanding, Aisha is not
overtly sexualized on the cover and the threat of the sinister Other is hinted
62 Sarracino, Scott, The Porning of America, 63.
63 See Appendix
64 “Porn is everywhere in ordinary American life… [it] is a cultural trend affecting all
age groups, all races, and all classes… virtually every aspect of ordinary day-to-day life is
being shaped by porn,” Scott, xi
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at rather than displayed. Yet the themes remain the same: an image of a
beautiful young woman is presented as a symbol of purity and innocence
under threat from a sinister and alien force.
The initial effects of the Time Magazine cover is to repulse and
horrify the viewer by drawing attention to the suffering of Aisha and the
brutality of her persecutors. The use of photography in “bearing witness”
to crimes against humanity has become a frequent tactic in the last thirty
years for drawing the attention and sympathy of Western audiences.65
Structurally, however, the images and narratives that are presented in these
humanitarian endeavors appear to draw upon the same conventions as
modern pornography. Indeed, as Karen Hattunen has convincingly argued,
modern humanitarian images draw upon an eighteenth century English
convention of “spectatorial sympathy” that “was deeply ambivalent in
its treatment of the pain and suffering of other sentient beings” with
“sentimental sympathy” described as a “dear delicious pain,” and “a
sort of pleasing Anguish” that, she writes, “liberally mingled pleasure
with vicarious pain.” This combination of superficial anguish and self
satisfaction remains a hallmark of most western humanitarianism.66 In a
side by side comparison of a humanitarian website graphically describing
the rape of a young girl and a pornographic website describing the fictional
rape of a celebrity, Ruth A. Miller notes that despite the ostensibly different
intentions behind these portrayals, “the question of marketability remains:
why would these unquestionably similar narratives serve such morally
disparate aims?” Miller suggests that the stories of corrupt “Oriental”
dictators and regimes that are so often deployed for modern Humanitarian
purposes serve a prurient purpose:
[T]he “anti-corruption” narrative… moves beyond the usual spectacle
of pain or humiliation that is so central to human rights activism. It is not just
the eye-catching or spine tingling anecdotes of innocence ground down by
overwhelming (political) violence that we see in anticorruption narratives.
The very vocabulary of the “anticorruption struggle” is itself pornographic—
creating a space in which lawless chaos and sexual chaos are one and the same
thing.67

Time draws in the reader by offering an image that is both horrific
and titillating. As Liz Jones points out: “the reason the young woman with
65 “[W]itnessing fever has taken hold in a variety of fields of intellectual endeavour.
It is a key preoccupation in what could be termed the realist arts – that is to say, those
explicitly concerned with factual depictions of reality (documentary film-making, journalism,
autobiographical writing,m etc.)” Kurasawa, “A Message in a Bottle,” 94.
66 Halttunen, “Humanitarianism and the Pornography of Pain,” 308.
67 Miller, The Erotics of Corruption, viii.
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her nose and ears cut off made the cover of Time was because she was
once a hottie.” The effect is to both prepare the reader for the arguments
contained in Aryn Baker’s accompanying article and to attract and hold the
attention of potential readers. The repeated references in both the editorial
and the article to the 91,000 declassified State Department documents
released by Wikileaks also suggest a third motive for using the image: a
desire to stir controversy and to therefore draw media attention away from
the grim light in which the leaked diplomatic cables cast the war.
III. The Synthesis of Image and Text
In February 2011, Jodi Bieber’s portrait of Aisha was selected
as World Press Photo of the Year 2010, precisely because of its potential
as an iconic photograph. According to Jury chair, David Burnett: “This
could become one of those pictures – and we have maybe just ten in our
lifetime – where if somebody says “you know, that picture of a girl…”,
you know exactly which one they’re talking about.” Other jurors expressed
their admiration for the image’s “power” and its ability to capture the lived
experience of women around the globe.68
In an interview with the South African newspaper The Times,
Bieber had little sympathy for any charges of exploitation. “There were
some women who said I objectified Aisha by showing her in that way,”
recalled Bieber. “I want to go and tell them: Fuck you, you’re sitting in an
armchair at a university and she hasn’t got a nose. Must I show her crying
and without ears, too?” Bieber acknowledged that Time’s chosen headline
– over which she had no editorial input – “was misleading” but, on the
balance, “a good thing, regardless of the headline.” Bieber continued by
noting that:
I learnt a lot, because there wasn’t just one response. It depended on
whether you’re right- or left-wing American, or a feminist. In South Africa,
it was more about the photograph, because we have no association with the
politics between America and Afghanistan. In the end, you just put your
picture out there and you can’t determine the response or push it in any
direction.69

Though Bieber’s assertion that a photographer cannot
anticipate how an image will be received is dubious, especially when
68 World Press, “Jodi Bieber wins the premier award,” February 10th , 2011.
69 Bieber, “An intimate eye,” The Times.
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expressed by an internationally recognized photographer, the fact
remains that a picture will be read very differently depending upon the
cultural associations the image evokes and the context in which it is
displayed. In this case the inclusion of a controversial headline directs
the viewer’s attention at the same time that the image itself evokes
both our interest and our revulsion. The viewer is simultaneously
compelled to learn more about the horrific tragedy on display and to
take action against that tragedy.
Though the aesthetics of pornography and pulp fiction are
the most noteworthy antecedents of Time’s cover, in terms of technique
and effect it is perhaps best compared to an advertising billboard. The
product being sold is not so much the war itself, however, as it is the
fundamental nobility and decency of the American war effort. This is
what we are fighting against, says the advertisement, you may debate the
practicality of our aims, but know that our motivations are altruistic and
noble. This sort of advocacy is effective precisely because it appeals to
our emotional faculties rather than our logical ones. As the historian of
advertising, Paul Rutherford notes: “Civic advertising” often employs
“a moral logic, a calculus of right and wrong” precisely because it “has
proved the most effective way to package the sell, because a moral
logic reaches across boundaries of class, gender, race, and belief. Issues,
politicians, ideas, policies, and behaviors are all transformed into moral
commodities.”70
In a revealing comment on his blog, Time staff writer, Joe Klein,
offered a remarkably candid summary of how Time approached the issue.
“[T]his story that supposedly is pro war? Oh please.” He wrote. “[I]t
truthfully presents a terrible moral dilemma—that if Afghanistan proves
resistant to our attempts to save it from itself (a very likely scenario, by
the way), a great many women are going to suffer at the hands of the
Taliban.”71
Joe Klein, and for that matter Aryn Baker, the author of the
article that accompanied the headline, do present an overwhelmingly
positive portrayal of the war effort. As Klein himself notes above, he
doubts the efficacy of the mission and believes it will result in failure. Time
is at pains, however, to push back against an alternative vision of how
the U.S. government operates. With public opinion turning against “the
war of choice” and with Wikileaks presenting a much messier, morally
70 Rutherford, Endless Propoganda, 268.
71 Joe Klein, “Nonsense… and more Nonsense,” Swampland.
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ambiguous and militarily intractable vision of the conflict, Time magazine’s
portrait can be read as an attempt to bolster America’s image as a crusader
for freedom and liberty. Ironically, it attracts readers to its message and
reinforces the impact of that messages by drawing upon the prurience of its
own audience.

APPENDIX
Due to copyright law, HUMANITAS does not reserve the right to reproduce
any of the images associated with this article. We are not affiliated with the
sources cited below:
Aisha’s portrait in Time Magazine, August 9th, 2010 can be viewed online at http://www.
time.com/time/covers/0,16641,20100809,00.html

Photograph © Jodi Bieber, South Africa, Institute for Artist Management/Goodman
Gallery for Time Magazine
			

The January 1973 Cover of National Lampoon (vol. 1, No. 34) can be viewed online at
http://lampoon.rwinters.com/NL034-Jan1973-detail.jpg
Cover design by Ed Bluestone and Michael Gross

The June 1985 cover of National Geographic, (vol. 167, No. 6) can be viewed online at
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Sharbat_Gula_on_National_Geographic_cover.jpg
Photograph © Steve McCurry

“Pulp Fiction Covers” associated with this article can be viewed online in the collections
of:

Dr. Michael Pemberton, “WRIT3433: Comic Book Writing in American Culture,”

accessed at: http://class.georgiasouthern.edu/writ3030/index.html
and

Alex Henzel, “Vintage Paperbacks: Good Girl Art Paperbacks”, accessed at: http://www.
goodgirlart.com/index.html
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